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American Headway, Second Edition Level 1: Student Book with
Student Practice MultiROM
Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to
communicate with ease in both social and everyday situatiuons. This latest
addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best
features of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English'
sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and revision and self-access sections
after every four units.

Headway Academic Skills: 3: Listening, Speaking, and Study
Skills Student's Book
Notes with hints and suggestions Photocopiable activities for every unit Stop and
Check sections Progress Tests

Headway
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus New Advanced level
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Teacher Resource Center - online resource bank with fast-find browser function
Student Practice Multi-ROMs with access to online TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS
practice tests Test Generator CD-ROMs

New Headway. Upper-Intermediate. Workbook with Key
The course that gets students talking.

American Headway Four
Headway
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital
support.

New Headway, Beginner
Strength of Materials
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American Headway 5: Students Book + Oxford Online Skills
Program Pack
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third
Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation,
assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than ever before.

New Headway Plus Beginner John & Liz Soars
American Headway, Second Edition is the world's most trusted adult English course
offering a perfectly-balanced, six-level syllabus and fresh new digital support. With
a strong focus on grammar, clear vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work,
its proven methodology provides classroom lessons that really work. The new
Second Edition features fully-revised material, including a completely new
Advanced level. Online Teacher Resource Center, Test Generator CD-ROMs and
other features offer an exciting new generation of digital support.

New Headway Advanced Student's Book
New Headway: Beginner: Workbook (without Key)
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American Headway: Teacher's Book
Aim High will help your students succeed as language learners in the classroom,
with their homework and also in exams. How will it do this? It builds students
vocabulary knowledge through a structured and progressive approach. What does
this mean? There are over 50 active vocabulary items in each unit, including words
from the Oxford 3000TM. Students learn the meaning of new words but they also
learn how and when to use them for themselves. And these are not just useful,
everyday words.They're also introduced to expressions, idioms, phrasal verbs, and
so on. Essential language for communicating well in English. As a teacher you'll
want to help your students become autonomous learners. In Aim High there are
lots of opportunities to prepare for this. In the Student's Book there's a 'Dictionary
Corner', with exercises to help them towards learner autonomy. There's also a
Literacy Corner to extend their vocabulary, focusing on selected readers of the
right level. With theself-check and review boxes they can see how they're
progressing for themselves. A Grammar Reference and Grammar Builder bring
together all the grammar and vocabulary for the unit. These allow students to look
back over grammar points and review what they have learned.

American Headway Starter Workbook
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American Headway
Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to
communicate with ease in both social and everyday situatiuons. This latest
addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best
features of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English'
sections, an integrated vocabulary syllabus, and revision and self-access sections
after every four units.

Headway - Advanced
American Headway is a multilevel series for adults and young adults who want to
use American English both accurately and fluently. Grammar and vocabulary are
taught and explained thoroughly, and all four language skills are developed
systematically. American Headway combines the best of traditional methods with
more recent approaches to make the learning of English stimulating, motivating,
and effective. American Headway 3 builds on the firm grammatical, lexical, and
functional foundation laid in American Headway 1 and 2. Students broaden and
deepen their understanding of English and extend their abilities to use it. Both
fluency and accuracy are given equal attention at this intermediate level. Key
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features - Integrated skills work, where all four skills are developed in context Universal topics selected from a wide variety of material - In-depth treatment of
grammar, with clear presentations, self-check exercises in the Grammar Spot, and
detailed explanations in the Grammar Reference followed by extensive practice
activities - Systematic vocabulary syllabus, including dictionary training and work
on systems such as collocation - Pronunciation work, which is integrated at
appropriate points - Everyday English section, which practices functional language
and social situations

Interchange Level 3A Workbook
A new Beginner edition from the world's most trusted ELT course.

English File 2
A complete language-learning package for American English students at
intermediate level.

American Headway
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Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Student Book
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital
support.

New Headway: Intermediate Fourth Edition: Student's Book
and iTutor Pack
Trusted worldwide. Inspired by you. Updated with new texts, topics and themes,
Headway fifth edition provides fresh and relevant English instruction that is
tailored to your students' needs.NEW TO THIS EDITIONTeach practical, real life
English that is relevant to your students' lives with new topics and themes
grounded in today's realityBring unit topics to life with the new unit opener page
which includes inspiring photographs and accompanying video introductions, to
engage students with the topicDownload and adapt material for your students with
the Teacher's Resource Centre which provides all your Headway resources, stored
in one placeOnline practice enables students to revisit activities from previous
lessons, do extra skills practice, and check their progress with instant
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feedback.Find out more here

Lord Peter
One of the founding mothers of mystery, Dorothy Sayers first introduced the
popular character Lord Peter Wimsey in 1923 with the publication of Whose Body?
Over the next twenty years, more novels and short stories about the aristocratic
amateur sleuth appeared, each one as cunningly written as the next.Now in single
volume, here are all the Lord Peter Wimsey stories, a treasure for any mystery
lover. From "The Fantastic Horror of the Cat in the Bag" to "The Image in the
Mirror" and "Talboys," this collection is Lord Peter at his best -- and a true
testament to the art of detective fiction.

Headway: Beginner: Workbook Without Key
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English course for teenagers, with a clear
structure, supported approach to speaking, practice, and exam preparation still at
its heart.Solutions has been thoroughly modernized with 80% new content to draw
in students, embed the grammar and vocabulary presented, and engage them in
the tasks. Its guided approach builds up every student's confidence, through stepby-step objectives, lots of practice, meaningful personalizationactivities, and exam
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preparation tasks.The course now embraces a wide range of teaching methods,
furnishing the teacher with a flexible pick-and-choose package for use in the
classroom, at home, and on the move. The digital elements of the course enliven
the material and allow teachers to vary the pace and focus of their
lessons.Solutions turns all students into active learners, by offering a rich variety of
learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities through extension and revision
activities in all components - giving everyone a sense of achievement whatever
their level.The Solutions Second Edition DVD-ROM material and worksheets bring
the language to life by taking it out of the classroom and into authentic settings.

American Headway 3. Students Book + Oxford Online Skills
Program Pack
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building
students' understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of
English.

HEADWAY
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building
students' understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of
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English.

American Headway Second Edition: Level 3 Split Workbook A
American Headway
A foundation course in basic American English for absolute beginners.

Headway
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong
grammar focus, and full support at all six levels.With its proven methodology,
Headway is the course you can always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear
vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give you lessons that really work in
class.Constant updates mean the material is always current, and with a huge
range of components available - including new digital resources for interactive
whiteboards - you've always got support where you need it.

American Headway
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This volume features 100% new assessment material available to download from
the testing program tests including exit tests, progress tests, skills tests, stop and
check tests and unit tests. Teachers can download the tests online, and can send
to their class as a digital version or use as a print version.

Headway: Intermediate: Workbook with Key
Give your first grader a fun-filled way to build and reinforce spelling skills.
Spectrum Spelling for grade 1 provides progressive lessons in letter recognition,
short vowels, long vowels, sight words, and dictionary skills. This exciting language
arts workbook encourages children to explore spelling with brainteasers, puzzles,
and more! Don’t let your child’s spelling skills depend on spellcheck and
autocorrect. Make sure they have the knowledge and skills to choose, apply, and
spell words with confidence–and without assistance from digital sources. Complete
with a speller’s dictionary, a proofreader’s guide, and an answer key, Spectrum
Spelling offers the perfect way to help children strengthen this important language
arts skill.

American Headway Workbook 1B
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American Headway, Second Edition Level 5: Teacher's Book
New Headway
New Headway Beginner is aimed at absolute beginners, or those who have learned
a little English but lack the confidence to build on it. It provides a solid foundation
for New Headway Elementary. Its measured, step-by-step approach builds both
skills and confidence. The right mix of language work and plentiful practice
material enables learners to consolidate their knowledge of key points before
proceeding further. The clearly defined grammatical syllabus includes past,
present and future time and provides a thorough basis on which to build. The
presentation of new language is gradual, methodical and clearly structured, giving
learners a clear sense of progression. The vocabulary syllabus focuses on highfrequency survival terms and avoids overload. The gradual introduction of simple
skills work with manageable communicative activities give learners a sense of
achievement. 'Everyday English' practises social expressions in common situations
and shows how learners can apply their knowledge in practical ways.

American Headway - Starter
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American Headway 4: Students Book + Oxford Online Skills
Program Pack
Spectrum Spelling, Grade 1
Aim High, Level 5
American Headway
Teach with confidence, using the world's favorite English course. Interchange is a
four-level, American English course that has been used by over 50 million students
worldwide. This Level 3A Workbook provides six pages of additional practice for
each unit in the first half of the Student's Book (units 1-8). The workbook helps
recycle and review language by providing additional practice in grammar,
vocabulary, reading, and writing. It is appropriate for in-class work or can be
assigned as homework.

New Headway: Advanced: Teacher's Book
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Builds on the firm foundation laid in a
href="http://www.oup.co.uk/elt/global/isbn/3580/"American Headway 1/a.
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